THE ART OF PRESENTATIONS
VOCAL WARM-UP

1) Yawning
   a) Un-voiced
   b) Voiced
2) Humming
3) Loosen up the face
4) Blowing Air Through Lips
   a) Un-voiced
   b) Voiced
5) Warming up the Tongue
   a) Slow
   b) Fluttered
6) Warming up the jaw
7) Warming up the Articulators
   a) Bud-Duh-Guh
   b) Puh-Tuh-Kuh
   c) Muh-Nuh-Ngah
8) Vowels – “The River that Flows”
   a) Playing with Vowels
   b) Calls with Vowels
      Hello, Away, Until, Go, Bye, Soon, Flee
9) Consonants - “The Banks of the River that Keep the Vowels in Check”

1) A big black bug bit a big black bear, made a big black bear bleed blood.
2) Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers
   A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper Picked.
   If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers
   Where’s the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?
3) Many million men are married in the merry month of May.
4) When the wicked witches whisk switches, which witch’s whisk switches swiftest?
5) I grieve to say your V’s are vastly vexing.
6) Thirty thousand thoughtful boys
   Thought they’d made a thundering noise;
   So with thirty thousand thumbs
   They thumped on thirty thousand drums.
7) Nine thousand, nine hundred, and ninety-nine nuns entertained in an Indiana nunnery.
8) It’s a pleasure to measure the azure treasure.
9) George the janitor juggled and gestured.
10) Three gray geese in the green grass grazing; gray were the geese and the green was the grazing.
11) He is bringing the wrong gong from Hong Kong.
12) “Hi, Hugh,” hailed Harry Human
Some Tongue Twisters to Speak with Care

1) Shut up the shutters and sit in the shop

2) I am not the pheasant plucker
   I'm the pheasant plucker's mate.
   I am only plucking pheasants
   Because the pheasant plucker's late.

3) One smart fellow; he felt smart
   Two smart fellows; they felt smart
   Three smart fellows; they all felt smart

A MODERN MAJOR-GENERAL
   Gilbert and Sullivan (Patter Song)

I am the very model of a modern Major-General,
I've information vegetable, animal and mineral,
I know the kings of England, and I quote the fights historical,
From Marathon to Waterloo, in order catagorical,
I’m very well acquainted too, with matters mathematical,
I understand equations, both the simple and quadratical,
About binomial theorem I’m teaming with a lot o’ news –
With many cheerful facts about the square of the hypotenuse.
I’m very good at integral and differential calculus,
I know the scientific names of beings animalculous;
In short, in matters vegetable, animal, and mineral,
I am the very model of a modern major-General.